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The study reported here was conducted to investigate patterns of psychological types among
students in a lower division engineering course and differences in the academic performance of those
students associated with differences in psychological type. The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator was
administered to 83 undergraduate engineering students enrolled in CE 214 Engineering Mechanics
Statics at North Carolina State University. Analysis of variance was used to explore differences in
numeric end-of-course grades of the students in relation to their different personality types. One of
the most interesting findings was that students exhibiting the Intuitive type had significantly higher
grades in the course than students preferring the Sensing type.

learning styles among students in the course. The
goal is to enable a more diverse student population to be more successful in their engineering
education.

INTRODUCTION
IN RECENT YEARS, engineering faculty at
colleges and universities across the country have
been challenged by the National Science Board,
the National Science Foundation, the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology,
and society to change the curriculum and instructional methods in engineering education to align
more closely with the qualifications which are
expected to be required of future graduates.
Responding to this national movement for
quality engineering education, a group of universities in the southern United States established
a National Science Foundation sponsored
program referred to as the Southeastern University and College Coalition for Engineering
Education (SUCCEED). Since 1993, faculty at
North Carolina State University (NCSU) have
conducted a variety of research projects sponsored by SUCCEED involving the design and
evaluation of innovative, holistic approaches to
engineering education.
Much of the research and development at
NCSU has focused on the implementation of
holistic teaching and learning in CE 214 Engineering Mechanics Statics. A fundamental tenet
of this holistic approach is that personal experience
and active learning more effectively stimulate
cognitive processing than do more traditional
forms of passive learning. Some examples of the
types of experiences students are exposed to in
this approach include hands-on model building,
active experimentation, experience-based learning,
co-operative learning, team-games tournaments,
and reinforcement of classroom learning through
integrated experiences at actual construction
sites. The experiences are deliberately designed
to accommodate a variety of personality traits and

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Learning styles
The concept of learning styles has received
considerable attention among teachers and
researchers in many schools, colleges, and universities. The term `learning styles' has been
defined as `cognitive, affective, and physiological
traits that serve as relatively stable indicators of
how learners perceive, interact with, and respond
to the learning environment' [1, p. 44]. Claxton and
Murrell [2] published an overview of theory and
research in the field of learning styles and discussed
significant implications for educational practice.
They analyzed learning styles at four levels:
personality, information processing, social interaction, and instructional methods. After reviewing
the state of the art of research in learning styles,
the authors indicated a need for further investigation in a number of areas. They reported that we
need to know more about the actual impact on
learning when methods used by an instructor are
inconsistent with a student's style. They also called
for additional research addressing interactions
between learning style, developmental stage, disciplinary perspectives, and epistemology. Research
in these areas might offer educators a better understanding of teaching and learning processes, as well
as insights which would enable them to enhance
instructional effectiveness.
While the construct we refer to as learning styles
includes cognitive, affective, and physiological
dimensions, cognitive styles appear to hold the
greatest potential for yielding new understandings
relevant to the educational process. The term
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cognitive styles has been defined as `information
processing habits representing the learner's typical mode of perceiving, thinking, problem
solving, and remembering' [3, p. 188]. Although
the design of motivational strategies and the
manipulation of environmental factors may
indeed enhance learning, human cognition is at
the core of the learning process. Cognitive styles
involve both cognitive perception and processing
(ordering, evaluating, structuring, etc.). Dimensions of cognitive style appear to be most relevant
to variables associated with academic achievement or mental ability, especially when such
constructs are assessed by tests and other means
of standardized instrumentation.
Psychological types
The theory of psychological types advanced by
C. G. Jung [4] and operationalized by I. B. Myers
and K. C. Briggs, through the development of the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), provided
another dimension of the theoretical framework
and research base for the study. Fundamentally,
the premise of the theory is `that much seemingly
random variation in behavior is actually quite
orderly and consistent, being due to basic differences in the way individuals prefer to use their
perception and judgment' [5, p. 1]. Perception is a
construct associated with the ways in which one
becomes aware of ideas, persons, things, and
events in his or her environment. Judgment is a
construct related to how one draws conclusions
about what he or she has perceived. Jung's theory
posits that systematic variation in perception and
judgment among individuals would create variation in their interests, values, motivations, skills,
and reactions. The constructs of perception and
judgment are inherently cognitive in nature.
The MBTI was developed to implement Jung's
theory so that it could be applied and examined
empirically. Currently, the MBTI is one of the
most widely utilized instruments for measuring
personality differences. It has been used for many
different purposes including self-development,
career development and exploration, relationship
counseling, academic counseling, organizational
development, team building, problem solving,
management and leadership training, education
and curriculum development, and diversity and
multicultural training [6]. The MBTI has also
been used in many studies of different aspects of
professional education, including research specific
to the profession of engineering [7±11].
The MBTI measures four separate preferences
or `indices', each of which is based on Jung's
theories concerning perception and judgment.
The preferences have implications for `not only
what people attend to in any given situation, but
also how they draw conclusions about what they
perceive' [5].
. Extroversion-Introversion (EI ). This index
assesses the extent to which an individual tends

to be either an extrovert or an introvert. Extroverts tend to focus on external reality (the
outer world) and direct their attention toward
people and objects. By contrast, introverts
attend more to internal reality (the inner
world) and concentrate more on concepts and
ideas.
. Sensing-Intuition (SN ). The SN index directly
measures an individual's preference in the area
of cognitive perception. A person who relies
more on sensing tends to rely on one or more
of the five senses to interpret facts or events.
Someone who relies more on intuition to assign
meaning uses a more abstract, intuitive process,
relying more on internal sources of information
to interpret reality.
. Thinking-Feeling (TF ). This index directly
measures a person's preference in the area of
judging. One may rely more on thinking to make
decisions on the basis of objective, logical
reasoning (T), or one may rely more on feeling
(F) to make decisions more subjectively on the
basis of internal or external value systems.
. Judgment-Perception (JP). This index assesses
the process an individual uses predominantly
in interacting with the `outer world'. One individual may tend to prefer using a judgment
process (J) when dealing with the external
environment, while another may tend to prefer
using a perceptive process (P).
Preferences on the four indices produce sixteen
possible combinations which are referred to as
`types' or styles. An individual's type or style is
indicated by the four letters of the preferences (e.g.
ESTF, INFP). The theory suggests that each of the
sixteen types has an associated set of preferred
processes and attitudes which tend to be utilized
more frequently and effectively by persons of that
type. Detailed descriptions of the type profiles can
be found in Introduction to Type [6] and Manual: A
Guide to the Development and Use of the MyersBriggs Type Indicator [5].
While the MBTI is a more comprehensive
instrument in that it purports to measure
`personality', it clearly measures a number of
constructs which relate to the concept of learning
styles. Several dimensions measured by the MBTI
are cognitive in nature and have implications for
research in cognitive styles (i.e., Sensing-Intuition).
MBTI and research in engineering education
McCaulley [7] reported the results of a twoyear study of 3718 students from eight engineering
schools and their performance on the MBTI.
Among their findings was the observation that
engineering students demonstrated dramatic
preferences for Thinking (74%) and Judging
(61%). The four TJ types accounted for almost
half of their sample. They also reported that males
appeared to be slightly more Introverted (56%)
and that the sample was fairly evenly divided
between Sensing types (53%) and Intuitive types
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(47%). When they examined the distribution of
personality types across the different engineering
disciplines, they identified a number of interesting
patterns. The most robust pattern concerned the
SN dimension of the MBTI. The engineering
disciplines with the highest proportion of the
Sensing types were civil (69%), industrial (61%),
mechanical (61%), and mining (60%). The Intuitive
types were prominent in physics (63%), geological
(62%), aerospace (60%). and metallurgical (54%).
When researchers examined MBTI data from
the same group of engineering schools three years
later [8], results confirmed their earlier findings
pertaining to the prominence of Thinking types
and Judging types among engineering students.
They also reported balanced distributions of
Sensing and Intuitive types in the data set. They
noted, however, that a concurrent examination of
students in engineering schools in a MBTI data
bank maintained by the Center for Applications
of Psychological Type revealed more subtle
differences associated with this dimension. In the
latter samples, engineering schools which possessed
`high prestige' were populated by students of the
Intuitive type (approximately two-thirds). `At all
levels of education from eighth grade to medical
school . . . schools with higher average scores on
scholastic aptitude tests also had higher percentages
of Intuitive types' [8, p. 103].
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of the study was to investigate
patterns in psychological type among students in
a lower division engineering course and differences
in the academic performance of those students
associated with differences in psychological types.
The course selected for examination was CE 214
Engineering Mechanics Statics. CE 214 is required
of all students in the College of Engineering at
North Carolina State University and is well known
for: (a) the rigorous nature of the course curriculum, and (b) the wide variation of student
performance in the course. Impetus for the study
evolved from concerns among engineering faculty
regarding the latter factor. Since the curriculum for
the course is considered by the faculty to be both
appropriate and fixed, they initiated a collaborative effort with colleagues in the College of
Education and Psychology to investigate the extent
to which variation in student achievement in the
course might be associated with variables related
to the realm of learning; specifically personality
types or cognitive styles. Research questions
posited by investigators in this study included:
1. What patterns of personality types were manifested among students enrolled in the lower
division engineering course during the duration
of the study?
2. How much variation in academic achievement
was present among students enrolled in the
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lower division engineering course during the
duration of the study?
3. Were significant differences in academic
achievement among students in the engineering
course associated with differences in the
personality types or cognitive styles of students?

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DATA
SOURCES
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator was administered to 83 undergraduate engineering students
enrolled in a lower division introductory engineering course. Data were collected during two
consecutive semesters. Demographic information
was collected, as well as final numeric student
grades in the course at the end of the semester.
Basic descriptive statistics were utilized to assess
data relevant to the first and second research
questions; patterns in personality types, and variation in academic achievement. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was employed to explore potential
significant differences in academic achievement in
the course related to differences in personality
types or cognitive styles as determined by the
MBTI. The preferred type on each of the four
indices served as the independent variables, while
numeric end-of-course grade functioned as the
dependent variable in the analysis of variance.
RESULTS
Descriptive statistics revealed the following
profile of psychological types among the 83
engineering students included in the study:
(a) 34 (41%) Extroversion, 49 (59%) Introversion;
(b) 60 (72%) Sensing-Perception, 23 (28%)
Intuitive-Perception;
(c) 62 (75%) Thinking-Judgment, 21 (25%)
Feeling-Judgment;
(d) 51 (61%) Judgment, 32, (39%) Perception.
Demographically, 16 (19%) students were female,
51 (62%) students were male, while 16 (19%) did
not respond to this item.
Variance in academic achievement
In regard to academic achievement, end-ofcourse numeric grades ranged from 47.1 to 97.6
on a 100 point scale; a range of 50.5. This
suggested a considerable amount of variance
within the sample. The overall mean grade for
the entire sample was 73.59 with a standard
deviation of 15.66. The relatively large standard
deviation was also an indicator that, indeed,
there was a great deal of variation in student
achievement in the course under study.
Psychological types and academic achievement
Table 1 presents the results of the ANOVA
model tested in this investigation. No significant
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Table 1. MBTI personality types and academic achievement
in CE 214
Source

df

SS

F

p

Extroversion-Introversion
Thinking-Feeling
Sensing-Intuition
Judging-Perceiving

1
1
1
1

132.85
176.41
526.70
206.39

1.31
1.74
5.20
2.04

0.26
0.19
0.03
0.16

differences in academic achievement in CE 214
were manifested in relation to the dimensions of
Extroversion-Introversion, Thinking-Feeling, or
Judging-Perceiving. A significant main effect did
emerge in relation to the Sensing-Intuition
dimension, F 1  5:20, p  0:03. Students with
Intuitive personality types, or cognitive styles,
achieved significantly higher end-of-course grades
than students with Sensing styles. This finding was
quite interesting, especially since only 23 (28%) of
the students in the course indicated a preference
for the Intuitive style of perception and cognitive
processing. We also noted that significant effects
associated with the Sensing-Intuition dimension
did not emerge in McCaulley's earlier study [10].
DISCUSSION
A cursory examination of the findings
revealed that in this sample of undergraduate
engineering students, the ISTJ (Introversion,
Sensing-Perception, Thinking-Judgment, Judgment) profile was quite prominent. Thinking
and Judging were also predominant among a
sample of engineering students in eight specialties
studied by McCaulley [10], as well as in two earlier
studies of engineering students [7, 8].
In her research, McCaulley also found a fairly
balanced distribution between Sensing types and
Intuitive types. The majority of the participants in
this study, however, exhibited a preference for
Sensing (72%) while only 23% preferred Intuition.
Given the findings related to academic achievement, this pattern may hold significant implications for engineering education. If, for example,
the actual distribution of students in Colleges of
Engineering has changed substantially on this
dimension since McCaulley's last study, engineering faculty are confronted with a very serious
challenge to find ways of helping Sensing students
learn more effectively. This possible shift should be
confirmed by additional research, however, as this
distribution may be only an artifact of a relatively
small sample of 83 participants.
The large amount of variance in academic
achievement among students in CE 214 suggests
that in spite of faculty efforts to provide more
varied, holistic approaches to teaching and learning in this course, more may be needed. This would
appear to be particularly true in regard to students
preferring the Sensing style. In this exploratory
investigation, no attempts were made to utilize

MBTI data in diagnostic and prescriptive ways.
Perhaps a more systematic approach to analyzing
the differing needs and preferences of Sensing and
Intuitive students, and then providing them with
different types of learning opportunities highly
congruent with their respective styles would
reduce the variance in achievement and help all
students perform at a higher level in the course.
This concept is not new. Felder and Silverman
[9] articulated the same idea in a slightly different
way: `The hypothesis . . . is that engineering
instructors who adapt their teaching style to
include both poles of each of the given dimensions
should come close to providing an optimal learning environment for most (if not all) students in a
class' [9, p. 675].
The findings in this investigation connect in
interesting ways to findings in other studies of
engineering students reported in the literature.
Those connections begin to suggest important
relationships between the construct of psychological type or cognitive style and other
constructs such as tendency to major in engineering, effective and ineffective learning style patterns
among students in engineering courses, and
probability of successfully completing a college
curriculum in engineering. The most significant
contribution of this study to the literature is
associated with the distribution of engineering
students on the Sensing-Intuition dimension and
concomitant variation in academic achievement in
engineering education. It is especially interesting to
note that this significant difference in academic
achievement emerged among students in a course
taught by faculty who were making concerted
efforts to provide more holistic approaches to
teaching and learning. Perhaps this implies something about the profound nature of individual
differences on this dimension. This finding may
also suggest something about the deeply engrained
perceptions of faculty toward students who exhibit
behaviors both similar to and quite different from
their own. There are certainly many implications
for future research in this area.
According to McCaulley, `The Sensing-Intuition
difference is by far the most important of the
preferences in the research on the MBTI in education' [10, p. 538]. The Sensing mode of cognitive
perception involves attending to concrete reality
and focusing on things that are tangible, practical,
and observable. Persons with a preference for
this style exhibit a tendency to restrict their attention to matters with which they are immediately
confronted and tend not to think a great deal
about future circumstances and events. Intuitive
thinkers, by contrast, are concerned with abstract
concepts and theories. They exhibit imagination, a
fondness for complexity, and a tendency to focus
on the `big picture'. Traditional approaches to
teaching in colleges and universities involve
reading, lecturing, writing, etc. All of these
methods require students to think and process
information intuitively. At all levels of education
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and on academic aptitude tests, intuitive students
earn higher scores. These environments and instruments are simply not designed to address the
practical intelligence of sensing students.
`Engineering has, and will continue to have, the
challenge of engaging the interest . . . of those
students whose minds work in a linear fashion (S)
and of those whose minds concern themselves with
patterns (N)' [8, p. 107]. Engineering appears to
`attract large numbers of hands-on practitioners
and theoretical visionaries' [8, p. 107]. Neither style
is inherently superior to the other. The issue is
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more a matter of recognizing that there are
indeed `multiple intelligences' in the sense that
they are discussed by Howard Gardner [12].
Therefore, it is imperative that engineering
faculty come to value, respect, and accommodate
the learning needs and preferences of both types
of students. Both types of thinkers are needed in
the engineering profession. Engineering educators
have a responsibility both to their students and
their profession to respond in substantive and
meaningful ways to research into the nature of
individual differences.
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